
Your favorite employee recognition 
platform and swag provider all-in-one 
Offering company swag in your Bonusly Reward Catalog is simple 
with our AXOMO integration.

Bonusly customers are eligible for a 50% discount off of their AXOMO 
annual subscription. Talk to your Bonusly contact to learn more!

Swag for all!
When you integrate Bonusly with AXOMO, not only 
will you be able to reward your employees with swag, 
you can send customer gifts, make new hire welcomes 
warmer, outfit your whole team, and more. Never 
track swag numbers in a spreadsheet again thanks to 
AXOMO’s live inventory counts. With full access to 
AXOMO’s catalog, you’ll have thousands of options to 
choose from so you can swag the way you want.

Boost your employer brand with 
irresistible gear
Let them choose it so they use it! With AXOMO’s 
extensive swag options, you can offer an array of 
stylish, high-quality swag rewards right in your Bonusly 
Reward Catalog. With our native integration, employees 
can easily and directly redeem their Bonusly points for 
company swag.

Stop ordering and storing swag
Farewell, excess! Hello, sustainability! In addition to 
handling on-demand production and domestic and 
international shipping, AXOMO can warehouse pre-
made inventory for you.

The future of swag is here
Gone are the days of waiting on proofs, limited 
selection, and incorrect colors and logos. You can 
build on-demand swag easily in AXOMO and see 
proofs in real time. Create the swag you want, 
when you want it without compromising brand 
consistency. If you need help, you’ll have access to 
an AXOMO success representative in addition to 
your Bonusly rep. 

+

With Bonusly + AXOMO you get:

Seamless integration between your swag catalog 
and Bonusly Reward Catalog


International shipping


Access to AXOMO’s full catalog


Dedicated AXOMO and Bonusly customer support


Live inventory counts


Bulk or on-demand swag fulfillment


Easy implementation for both Bonusly and AXOMO
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